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 In this picture-packed publication, she examines these and other fashion imponderables of the
decade. T-clothing craze state about the 1970s?m With Stupid”I’ Nothing, Maureen Valdes
Marsh clarifies, that wasn’ Style disassociated itself from the past as self-expression took hold.If
a generation is defined by what it wears, what does the “ Through text, photos, and trivia, the
book leads readers through the closets of a time that took an excellent leap forward, fashion-
wise.t already hinted at by palazzo slacks and topstitched leisure matches. Women, entering
the task force in droves, exchanged their mothers’ housecoats for jeans matches and maxi
dresses. and will it with wit and affection. 70s Fashion Fiascos documents it all — from thankfully
short fads like roller disco and feathered hair to styles that endured such as for example
graphic tee’s — And guys, determined to keep up, stepped out in vivid Quiana dress t shirts
and ties of incomprehensible width.
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You Must Have THE NIGHT TIME F*E*V*E*R...to outfit like that! All kidding aside, the 70s Style
FIASCOS[sic]:STUDIO 54 TO SATURDAY Evening FEVER is an excellent book filled with color
pictures of 70s fashion.Mainly extracted from department store catalogs like Sears, Montgomery
Wards, JC Penny and others, the book shows you most of the hottest trends in the 70s. The
wonderful pictures here are on the real people. But don't expect to see photos of either Studio
54 or the movie Saturday Evening Fever in this small over 8 x 7 inch book. A Marvelous Book
About Horrendous Fashion! And men and women are featured, which is a plus! Most fashion
books only concentrate on women's clothes but in 70s Style... Also I hoped that by the name
"style fiascos" we'd see more extreme varieties of platform boots and shoes and other
stereotypically 70's styles. cause you to cringe. She also provides descriptions of the clothes
and provides the info concerning which store featured them.Another great section may be the
resource guide in the back. In it, Valdes-Marsh provides details on vintage stores that are
online so readers can check out and purchase some cool clothing if they get influenced by
the reserve.I loved it. Although some of the clothes were totally horrid, there have been many
parts that looked ultra-stylish and I would definitely want to wear a number of them. Flashback
Fun! Of leisure fits, she writes, "Color became the main element to individuality, and no shade
was as well effeminate for the 1970s man to wear. However, it does have lots of great photos
and resources and I'd say its worth obtaining for your collection or it would make a great
gift.[., similar to the decade, men get to play as well. Marsh is definitely a marvelous writer, with
a knack for the mot juste... Actually the sound of disco between your early stuff like "That's the
Way I love it" was radically different from the later Disco sounds, such as Donna Summer months
and that change occurred within only 5 years. Possibly the author would do a Style Fiascos
Vol 2 to add the starting point of Disco to the end of the 1970s. This book doesn't even
include a John Travolta white fit. Still, apart from everything, it is a nice book for my collection
and reference for those who sew period clothing. One of the most fun books you'll ever own
This is actually the most amazingly fun and informative book I have ever seen! For anybody
who was raised in the '70s, it really is full of fantastic memories. Fashion historians should love it
for the amazing information behind the styles -- it really is the best book on '70s fashion I've
ever noticed. white, that's for certain! It's like looking through the old image albums and making
fun of what father and mother were wearing. In any case, I recommend this reserve to budding
style designers, fashionistas, cool people and anyone who remembers the 70s. Just what a
great tribute to the fashion choices and designs from the 70's! The colour pictures, the ads, the
history, the tiny tidbits of info.Look it up. good book to have This is a good book to have its
best for designer looking for research of past styles. The style police as their finest. Very funny
fashion overview of the 70s fashion fiascos. From platform sneakers to the leisure suit--and
everything in between--it's all in here. When first 70s Fashion Fiascos: Studio 54 to Saturday
Night Fever simply by Maureen Valdes Marsh crossed my desk, I admit, I screamed in horror. The
caftan on the book cover alone was enough to put me in a swoon. But a pleading letter came
with it, begging me to provide this reserve my imprimatur. I purchased many copies and
provided to friends from senior high school and it was a huge hit!Little did I understand that I
would be swept up simply by its contents: a mixture of American social background, wit, and
truly hideous clothing! Ms. Don't get me incorrect, there are some, but not nearly as much as I'd
thought and most of the publication focuses on the "Marsha Brady" era of clothes, way more
than the later on 70's when you'd a totally different style that was even more 80's than 60's.
Worthwhile for the photos This book is a lot smaller than I expected it to be considering it on
the computer screen when I ordered it.. I hope Maureen Valdes Marsh comes up with an 80's



fashion reserve.- excerpt from my review in my blog, "Diary of a Mad Fashionista" at blogspot
dot com. I desire it would have gone by 12 months, instead of style.. The style of locks worn by
someone like Pam Dawber on Mork and Mindy in 1979 was radically different than the hard,
sculpted varieties of the sooner 70's.] AWESOME and FUN book!! This is an excellent, high
quality book completely color (wouldn't get the result if it had been in black & It really is
incredibly informative, readable, and tons of fun to look at.). It brings back thoughts of when I
was a youngster in the 70's.Despite the fact that it's kind of little, it packs a punch! This book is
usually a must-have for anybody who cherishes that era and need to reminisce and also have
fun! Clothing changed as radically as music do in the 70's. what fun! Sure to bring back
recollections for anyone who was simply around in the 70's, and some of the fashions will..
well."Because the youth of today offers taken an excellent interest in the clothing of the
decade, Ms.Writer Maureen Valdes Marsh does a great job describing the time and provides
little items of trivia peppered throughout. :) The book even gives some shopping assets on how
to locate a few of these vintage 70's fashions if you'd need to dress like that. Overall, a very
fun book! I really like it! Marsh has even provided an up-to-date Buying Resource Guideline in
the back.
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